
English Year 9 Miss Jacob                                                                                                  
Time to complete: approximately 50 minutes
Send completed work to : 
ejacob@glebe.bromley.sch.uk

Learning objective: I can write 
accurate speech. 

mailto:ejacob@glebe.bromley.sch.uk


Spellings to learn

Because
Wild
bold

Break
Past
bath

Eye
Many
money

To be tested at the end.



Write a sentence for each word bathbecause money

Use the dictionary links to find synonyms (another word for) wild, bold, break
You can use the same word in different ways.  Write 2 sentences for each word but using it for a different meaning. 
Write a definition and a sentence for eachUse these links to help you.  https://dictionary.cambridge.org/
https://kids.wordsmyth.net/we/?rid=19694&as_level=2

Wild

Bold 

Break 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/
https://kids.wordsmyth.net/we/?rid=19694&as_level=2


Rearrange the letters to make the words: eye, many and past

p

a s

te

y

e
m

an

y



Read the slides to hear the next part of the story. Look at how speech is 
written.  Focus on what the characters are saying to each other.  





In the last lesson you looked at how to write speech.  You are 
going to write a conversation between Rose and Jack.  

How might Rose feel about what Jack is doing?
What does Jack think about what he is doing?
What do they think of each other’s actions?

First you will write the speech bubbles, and then you will 
write the speech out in sentences using better words than 
said.  

Look at my example on the next slide.



Think about what Jack might say to convince Rose to go into the tunnel.  What might 
Rose say back?  Complete the speech bubbles to create a conversation.  Then write out the 

conversation using speech marks correctly and better words than said.

“Quick Rose, come in here” called Jack.
“I don’t want to” whispered Rose.  

Quick Rose, come in here.
I don’t want to.





Write you sentences here

LO:  I can use speech mark accurately



Can you remember the spellings from the 
beginning.  Press the sound button and 
write down the spellings as I say them. 

You can type the spelling here if you want to:

https://glebe.bromley.sch.uk/assets/Uploads/audio/Jacob/Year9-Spring1-week1-Lesson2-spellings.m4a

